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1.1.

INTRODUCTION
S ien e Ba kground

The four major for es on interstellar gas are gravity, gas pressure, osmi ray pressure, and
magneti pressure and tension. The magneti eld is like a glue be ause it ouples osmi rays and
itself to the gas|and the gas to itself. But the eld is unique be ause the for es it exerts|tension
along the eld lines, pressure perpendi ular to the lines|are anisotropi |just like the gas stru tures
we observe. Our impli ation|that the anisotropies are related|is ertainly not universally true,
but it is often true. Opti al polarizations of thousands of stars reveal the large-s ale stru ture
of the interstellar magneti eld and, in spe i regions, small-s ale details; and Zeeman splitting
measurements of the 21- m HI and 18- m OH lines provide eld strengths. These measurements
show on lusively that the eld is not only an important player, but sometimes the important player
in the gas dynami s.
This do ument des ribes a few spe i examples of di use interstellar gas stru tures for whi h
magneti eld measurements are ru ial. It is a small sample; the sky is full of su h stru tures, and
to understand their magneti properties we need to sample a reasonable number.
The magneti eld is not well studied be ause it is notoriously diÆ ult to measure. For the
neutral gas our methods in lude opti al polarization of ba kground stars, infrared polarization
of the dust emission, and Zeeman splitting. Zeeman splitting is uniquely informative be ause it
provides an in situ e e t that refers only to the spe i lo ale where the spe tral line is being
produ ed. It's hard to measure be ause it's weak. It requires long integration times (up to tens of
hours per position) and areful attention to systemati e e ts.
1.2.

Instrumentation

The primary s ienti requirement is to measure Zeeman splitting for a well-de ned and sufiently large statisti al sample of interstellar stru tures. Su h stru tures in lude both individual
ma ros opi obje ts, su h as the writhing supersoni lamentary stru tures that were re ently disovered with the GALFA proje t at Are ibo; and, also, stru tures related to the s ale-invariant
fra tal stru tures of interstellar turbulen e.
For typi al line strengths this sensitivity needs some tens of hours of teles ope time with a lled
aperture. Are ibo is the only lled aperture teles ope with enough angular resolution to do the job.
Interferometri arrays su h as the VLA have hopelessly inadequate surfa e brightness sensitivity.
However, if the Allen Teles ope Array is built out to its intended goal of 350 teles opes, it will
be superb be ause it will map the magneti eld over a 2.5 degree region with angular resolution
of about 1 ar minute, mu h better even than Are ibo. These two teles opes|Are ibo and the
ATA|are what's required for measuring magneti elds in the di use interstellar medium.

2.

THE HI SKY AT ARCMIN RESOLUTION

2.1.

Sheets and Filaments, Supersoni and Not
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Fig. 1.| GALFA maps of a  500 deg2 area entered near (`; b) = (50Æ ; 0Æ ) at two velo ities, {13.2
km s 1 and +39.9 km s 1 . The data are shown in the underappre iated stereographi proje tion,
whi h is one of the very few proje tions that is onformal, whi h means that shapes are lo ally
preserved.
Figure 1 shows a GALFA map of a somewhat arbitrarily- hosen  500 deg2 area at two velo ities,
{13.2 and +39.9 km s 1 . The enhan ed detail a orded by GALFA's unique ombination of angular
resolution and surfa e-brightness sensitivity is the di eren e between a blobby mush and the larity
required to dis ern the kinemati al and morphologi al details.
At the v = 13:2 km s 1 of the left-hand panel, the HI is lo al and lies in the negativevelo ity tail of the pro les. The most prominent HI stru tures are long, thin laments with some
blobby substru ture, giving the impression of sho ks. Being on the tail, these laments have lots of
kineti energy per unit mass and their appearan e gives feeling that the energy omes from some
external sour e (stellar winds? supernovae?)|as opposed to simply being a result of intermitten y
in turbulen e.
At the v = +39:9 km s 1 of the right-hand panel, Gala ti rotation puts the distan e at  2:9
kp . The HI stru ture breaks up into dis rete louds, some of whi h are onne ted by weaker
laments; at the enter of the map these louds lie 750 p o of the Gala ti plane. We strongly
suspe t these louds to be the ounterparts of Lo kman's (2002) dis rete halo louds, and eagerly
anti ipate studying their statisti s.
This morphology is ommon| louds and lamentary or sheet-like stru ture, and often one
is embedded in the other. This ombination of observed sheets/ laments and louds is familiar
to theorists who perform numeri al simulations. Su h stru tures result from ompressed regions in
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olliding louds that undergo thermal instabilities with on omitant ampli ation of magneti elds
(e.g. Audit & Hennebelle 2005). These simulations on rm spe ulations that stringy interstellar
stru tures are probably intimately related to interstellar magneti elds.
2.2.

The Heli al(?) Magneti Field around the Orion Mole ular Cloud

Figure 2 (left single panel) shows an image of CO emission from the Orion mole ular loud. The
two verti al strips of white ir les on the right side of the lament are the positions at whi h we
have made HI Zeeman-splitting dete tions using the GBT. Figure 2 (right double panel) shows the
results for the strip at ` = 209Æ: 7. The left subpanel learly shows that the magneti eld makes
a sharp reversal a ross the entral axis of this lament; the right subpanel shows that the velo ity
stru ture is more ompli ated, so that the magneti eld and velo ity do not behave identi ally. At
lower angular resolution, Heiles (1997) found that this reversal o urs all the way along the Orion
mole ular loud's axis, but ould not pinpoint the lo ation as the lament's axis.
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Fig. 2.| Top: 12 CO emission in the Orion mole ular loud. The olumns of white symbols are
positions for Zeeman splitting; see text. Bottom: Results along the olumn at ` = 209Æ: 7. Left, Bjj
shows a sharp reversal. The squares and diamonds represent di erent velo ity omponents. Right,
omponent velo ities.
Observations of starlight polarization suggest a quasi-uniform tilted eld. All this led both Heiles
(1987) and Bally (1989) to on lude that a heli al magneti eld is wrapped around the mole ular
loud. Mu h re ent theoreti al work has been fo used on the reation of heli al and toroidal elds
in lamentary mole ular louds; in parti ular, Fiege & Pudritz (2000) point to the Orion mole ular
loud as the anoni al ase. The Orion Mole ular Cloud is our nearest example of massive star
formation. It seems lear that the magneti eld is playing an important role.
Currently, the reversal's angular s ale is limited by the angular resolution of the GBT for HI.
More resolution is needed, and moreover we need to map the eld over a larger area omparable
to the size of the Orion Mole ular Cloud itself. The best|in fa t, the only feasible instrument for
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this job|will be the Allen Teles ope Array after it has been built out to its omplement of 350
teles opes.
2.3.

The North Celestial Pole (NCP, or Ursa Major) Region
GBT HI: VLSR=2.6 km s−1
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The Ursa Major loop, or North Celestial Pole (NCP) loop, is a giant HI stru ture of diameter
30Æ that en ir les the NCP. It is perhaps the foremost example of individual laments being part
of a oherent stru ture, probably produ ed by a point-sour e energy sour e su h as supernova or
stellar wind. Central to a proper analysis is the existen e of data. However, only one data set|the
IRAS 100 m image|has adequate resolution to see the laments. The best HI maps we have are
from the Green Bank Teles ope (GBT; Robishaw & Heiles, in preparation).
Figure 3 shows three images. With the 4 ar min IRAS resolution on the left panel, the shell
is learly resolved into intertwining laments. With the 10 ar min angular resolution of the GBT,
these laments are blurred; the Allen Teles ope Array, when built out to ompletion, will be the only
teles ope that an properly map this stru ture|in parti ular, to map the magneti eld strength
using Zeeman splitting.
The omparison of the two GBT HI maps at 9.3 and 2.6 km s 1 suggests that the top horizontal
portion of the loop is a radially expanding ylindri al stru ture whose axis lies lose to the plane of
the sky. At 2.6 km s 1 , the HI lies in a few horizontal laments that on entrate near b  38Æ . At
9.3 km s 1 , the laments remain more-or-less horizontal but split into two on entrations that are
verti ally separated by about 3Æ . The hange of size with velo ity is a lassi mark of an expanding
stru ture. Expanding spheri al shells produ e ir les that hange diameter with velo ity; at the
shell's edge, the gas moves a ross the line of sight so it has no Doppler motion. Expanding ylinders
produ e lines instead of ir les.
Cylindri al expansion suggests an anisotropi pressure that resists expansion. The only known
sour e of anisotropi pressure is the magneti eld. This region does, indeed, have systemati ally
strong magneti elds (Heiles 1989). Myers et al. (1995) map the eld strength in the small 25 deg2
CO- ontaining area; the eld is strong throughout. The HI gas, espe ially at 2.6 km s 1 (middle
panel), is distinguished by strong line-of-sight magneti elds in the 6-9 G range as measured with
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the GBT (Robishaw & Heiles, in preparation).
These are strong elds! For a 10 G eld, the magneti pressure Pk  3  104 m 3 K|almost
ten times the typi al CNM thermal pressure and omparable to the total hydrostati pressure of
the ISM. The elds are probably on ned to the laments, so when we resolve them with the ATA
we will probably observe eld strengths that are even higher (and loser to reality). Our ATA map
will provide a fully sampled map of HI and OH olumn densities, velo ity, and magneti eld over
the whole stru ture. This will be a unique example of a magneti ally dominated sho k as part of
an explosively produ ed shell.
The urrent sparse GBT data suggest that the HI laments are ux tubes, in whi h the eld
follows the lament axis or is heli ally wrapped around the axis as in Solar prominen es. We an
hope to on rm this pi ture by orrelating lament olumn density and measured eld strength.
Zeeman-splitting measurements provide the line-of-sight omponent of the eld. Thus, when the
lament bends su h that it runs more nearly parallel to the line of sight, both the apparent olumn
density and eld strength in rease, and the orrelation should be dete table with enough samples.
3.
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